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About This Content

Pull over buster! Freeze! The strong arm of the law has arrived and is gonna give you a ticket for looking horribly out of style in
that old Cowboy attire! Your enemies will respect your authority if you upgrade your old Sheriff outfit with the new Officer

Lonestar skin, and if they don't they'll be looking at four to five years in an intergalactic state penitentiary.

This DLC contains a custom skin for Sheriff Lonestar in Awesomenauts. You need to have Sheriff Lonestar available as a
playable character in order to access the skin in-game. Owning this skin will also unlock the special portrait for use in-game.
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Title: Awesomenauts - Officer Lonestar Skin
Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Ronimo Games
Publisher:
Ronimo Games
Release Date: 19 Sep, 2012

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS:Windows 7, Windows 8, or Windows 10

Processor: Any processor with 2 Cores

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: AMD or NVIDIA videocard with at least 512MB, or Intel HD Graphics

Hard Drive: 3.5 GB HD space

Other Requirements: Broadband Internet connection

English,German,French,Italian,Dutch,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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So buggy and barely playable. 25 Hours in I still can't play it well, I get pounded into dust by the AI, and I can't manage my
Empire.

...and it's all so damn fun.

The level of control you have (including ship design) is way beyond what I hoped. Quite an indie surprise!. I love farming sims
and I see a lot of potential here! I really hope that the dev's continue to develop this game further. Its very peaceful and calming.
Definitely something I can see myelf getting immersed in when more content comes out. This will be a game that I'll continue
checking up on to see if there's new content!. Really really cool platforming puzzle game. I would give five thumbs up If my
character hadn't been torn into pieces just now.
If you have the guts to retry and retry and retry a level for the sake of finally beating it only to notice you did not get max star
rank and need to retry faster, then this game is a good choice for you.
Oh, and opposite to many other games on steam, the time leaderboards for each level are fair and not hacked to death.. Played
once. Never again.. I enjoy the core concept behind the game and if you are looking for an extremely difficult game then look
no further.

The difficulty curve ramps up hard at level 10, and it gets to a point where you must have nearly flawless strategy to win some
of the levels...on easy.. This is a scary hard spider man side scroller simulater.. It lacks content and it gets pretty boring after you
play normal mode cuz theres no other levels so ya its very boring
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A stunning little Indie Arcade game with nice Pixel graphics in Retro setting

The game itself plays as those old Arkanoid/ Brick Breaker games where we had the bar that we moved left and right to keep
the ball above the screen, this one is slightly fast with tons of mechanics that this game has to offer.

The graphics are done beautifully for the game, any pixel lover will love what they've done here, the game looks good, feels
good and is a pleasure to look at.
There is a funny yet ridiculous lot behind the game, a showdown between Death and the Thief Dracula, the story may not be all
that deep but it plays off well with the game itself.

The game offers several things we don't usually find in these game types, enemies within the levels, boss fights, we don't always
have to break every brick to progress, but instead make a exit large enough to move on, so the game offers quite a few new
things that's pretty neat.

The game has a few small issues, but nothing worth game breaking, as it is this game can be thoroughly enjoyed. getting it on
sale is preferred here though.
. This game is really quite good if you are looking for some mindless zombie and demon killing but with the frame rate bug
(1fps glitch) this game can be more of a pain to play than it is a joy. More than likely it comes from the fact that they are
running this game at directX9 rather than directX10. People say that dx10 for this game had less stability but at least it ran
without 1 fps. In the current state it is in I do not advise putting your money to this game until the devs or those who ported this
to digital retail fix the blatant performance issues. Seriously Devs fix the game.. It pains me to not be able to recommend this
game. It has gorgeous music, great mecha designs that cleanly combine Eastern and Western characteristics to create something
quite original, and a Gundam inspired story with plenty of melodrama involving militant young pacifists fighting in giant
Robots, and surprisingly decent voice acting.

However, the gameplay is fundamentally not engaging or enjoyable enough to keep ones interest. The flight controls are
intuitive enough, with a good sense of speed and movement, but none of the weapons have any weight or sensible feedback to
them, and every enemy is so far away that they look like a tiny spec in typical combat range, and it's obvious that the developers
knew this was an issue, as they added a little picture in picture style window to display a live video feed of your current target.
You fly around mostly empty airspace, frantically dodge projectiles, blow up countless cannon fodder enemies with little to no
visual and audio flourishes necessary to make the action just the slightest bit interesting, rinse and repeat.

I sincerely hope these guys get the opportunity to refine the gameplay and make a worthy sequel someday, especially in a market
starved for decent mecha games. You can tell there's a lot of passion here, it sadly just doesn't amount to a particularly engaging
end product.

Conclusion: So much untapped potential. Maybe try it on a sale and see if its got enough going on to keep you interested. Peace.
Excellent shooting gaming, short but fun.. amazing artwork and great music. Crazy Machines 1 and 1.5 are awesome puzzle
games. Lots of interesting physics to play around with, also power, pipes, gravity, robots, and more. Fun tip: you can click and
hold a rotate or lock button, then drag it anywhere you want, so that you can place objects inside of objects.

Crazy Machines 1 runs well in Steam Play \/ Proton on Linux.. I know the guy who made this. This game was all him, and I have
to say, he did a bang-up job making it onto Steam!

If you're reading this, "Xivek", Liam says hey.
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